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The KLEINERVONWIESE gallery is opening its new rooms in the former Villa Erxleben in
Berlin Grunewald with the exhibition “bonum et malum”.
The monumental and simultaneously playful Wilhelminian period building from the year
1907, with its magnificent park, is the size of a grand collector’s villa. It is debatable,
however, whether it was ever such a building, for the traces of its once very affluent owner,
the banker Julius Erxleben, have faded over time.
A personal relic from his life is an ex libris he applied to the works in his library. It shows the
Tree of Knowledge rooted in old books and the snake winding round the tree trunk.
Similarly, a banner, high up in the air, snakes round the tree, bearing the prophecy from the
snake’s mouth: “Eritis sicut deus scientes bonum et malum” – You will be like God, knowing
good and evil. In those turbulent, exploratory years of the Wilhelmine period at the
beginning of the last century, Julius Erxleben chose this precise passage from Genesis as his
favourite: “You will be like God, knowing good and evil.” A kind of guarantee, which
Goethe’s Mephisto also wrote in his student’s album.
A self-fulfilling prophecy, we would say today. Because today we really are like God, and
perhaps we’ve even gone a step further. On our incessant hunt for the lost Paradise, we
paint good and evil grey – just as we do with gender – and we are therefore both:
simultaneously liberating and destructive and courageous and arrogant. We eat muck, but
are otherwise liberal and unisex, living through the Anthropocene together, in next to no
time, godlike.
An age that bears no resemblance to any that has gone before, and in which the human
being threatens to celebrate his future existence in a self-created, global cesspit,
surrounded by recycled air, recycled water and recycled earth! And in fact as a sensitively
constructed, hybrid being consisting of natural and artificial intelligence with an everyday
mixture of digital and virtual reality, whose predominantly white male existence, lengthened
to 200 earth years – and, on top of that, expanded to include a pixel avatar –, will be lived
out within a precisely calculated glass radius.
The next question is: “Is this the end of temptation?”
But in the passage he chose from Genesis, was it perhaps the snake that Julius Erxleben, a
man who did not hide his wealth, liked best of all? And did he also like the fact that Eve’s
curiosity was stronger than her fear of punishment? Perhaps he also liked, above all, the
idea that God had created much more than Paradise?
This is what we read as his very personal logo. Because an ex libris is nothing other than this.
It signals the mindset of the person who uses it. Similar to the motto we attach to our
WhatsApp or Linkedin account today.
We do not know today whether the prediction from Genesis was met with enthusiasm by
Julius Erxleben, or whether it actually made him feel melancholic. The fact is that he seemed
to attach great importance to it.
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“You will be like God, knowing good and evil”, says the snake, holding the apple out to Eve,
who cannot help but bite into it. And then God expels Adam and Eve from Paradise. At least,
that’s how the story we all know goes.
But what if the Fall from Grace actually liberated Adam and Eve? Liberated them from the
enclosure of Paradise and redeemed them from the eternal symmetry of harmony?
What if God did not primarily create Paradise, but rather everything else? Everything that is
not Paradise and is without harmony and does not need a barrier – i.e. neither protection
nor defence? Perhaps, for two thousand years, we have been caught up in a colossal
misunderstanding.
What if the idle Eve and the even idler Adam simply got on God’s nerves, and he sent them
the snake so that they would finally wake up and learn to see what he had created?
The “opening of the eyes” begins with the desire for the apple and then, after the
enjoyment of the fruit, with the perception of one’s own self – and thereby the perception
of the Other as a counterpart. It means a change in perspective, whereby the person who
has learned to see now looks at things differently, perceives them differently, sees
something that had not previously been within their scope of perception, and feels
something that was not there before.
Spontaneous desire and the loss of the paradisiacal condition of innocence, with all its
consequences, are inextricably linked with one another. Like good and evil, like original sin
and original freedom. Art is no different. It is the ability to unite original sin and original
freedom with one another – for the sake of knowledge.
So, humans escaped Paradise, but what have they actually learned up to now? They
repeatedly slip away, try to elude the path of knowledge, level out good and evil and strive
for one thing only: to bring back what has been lost! So they create paradises wherever they
can: very tiny ones in the form of annual holidays with a fenced off beach area and full
board. But also gargantuan ones: initially set up in the form of national boundaries,
enclosed by hot and cold wars, later in various cyber versions – ignited within the network
between influencers and consumers on Facebook & Co., driven by the insatiable need for
security, delineation, belonging and power – and likewise contested by titanic battles which
today, however, mostly take place on the world’s stock exchanges. And so it goes on!
Poor God – when will they stop putting up new fences? When will they finally be cured of
their paradise psychosis? For back then, once they finally had Paradise behind them, it was
initially their idleness that evaporated into the vast expanses of the world, and they
became, for the time being, sinewy and beautiful, evil and good. From now on, Adam
listened to Eve, who showed him the way, and he desired her. Sending the snake at that
time was actually, above all, an act of God’s pure mercy! After all, he could always rely on
female curiosity: Eve would certainly take the apple – the symbol of desire – and take Adam
with her!
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But whom should God send today?
The devil and the good Lord are not only in the detail but also in the painstaking legwork!
“Eritis sicut deus scientes bonum et malum” – enduring this, not only for a moment, but
permanently – including relapses – is an infinite task.
You will be like God, knowing good and evil – from 7 September 2019!
The opening exhibition by KLEINERVONWIESE in the former Villa Erxleben in Grunewald
plays out the different aspects of this – hopefully – infinite story.
Dorothée Bauerle-Willert, Constanze Kleiner, Rachel Rits-Volloch, Stephan von Wiese

“bonum et malum”
Group exhibition
Opening: 7 September 2019 / 3pm – 11pm
Duration: 8 September 2019 – 12 January 2020
Closing event and New Year’s reception: 12.01.2020, 12pm – 4pm
Opening times:
During Berlin Art Week and POSITIONS 2019, 11-15.09 / 12am – 11pm
Regular:
Thurs – Sat 12am – 6pm as well as by arrangement

The exhibition-project is a cooperation between KLEINERVONWIESE und
MOMENTUM BERLIN

www.momentumworldwide.org
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Thanks to accord estates:

Sources:
Author of the ex libris: Otto Blankenstein (1858 – 1929), landscape painter and graphic artist from the Düsseldorf School of
Painting
Ex libris Julius Erxleben [banker in Berlin]. Tree of Knowledge rooted in books and wound round with a snake and a banner.
“Eritis sicut deus scientes bonum et malum” (You will be like God, knowing good and evil – a saying which Mephisto, in
Goethe’s Faust, writes in the student’s album)
Quote: “Eritis sicut deus scientes bonum et malum"
In the Book of Genesis in the Old Testament of the Bible (1 Moses, 3, 4f) the snake says to Eve “You will be like God,
knowing good and evil”.
In Goethe’s Faust, Mephisto (1855ff) slips into the role of the scholar and writes this sentence in a student’s album.
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